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John Burks was recently appointed Leader of Strategic Sourcing for Baylor Scott & White 

Health. The two healthcare systems combined October 1, 2013, forming the largest 

healthcare system in Texas and the eighth largest in the U.S.  Prior to his current 

position as Leader of Strategic Sourcing, Burks served as Associate VP of Supply Chain at 

with Scott & White Health (Temple, TX).   

 

John has a broad perspective of the healthcare supply chain. He has worked for 

providers, GPOs, manufacturers, and distributors. His first supply chain roles were for 

American Hospital Supply (now Cardinal Health) and Medline.  

 

From 1988 - 2002, John was with Novation/VHA, leading all contracting functions in 

Medical, Surgical, Lab and Capital Equipment portfolios. In 1999, he led critical process 

teams when VHA and UHC merged to form Novation LLC (Irving, TX). When he left as 

SVP, he was responsible for guiding a group of technology, development, sales, and 

marketing teams that managed an information systems infrastructure and all e-

commerce activities. Burks was also an equity investor and SVP of the MEDGROUP, a 

small GPO that focused delivery contracts and services to independent home medical 

equipment providers.   

 

In addition to his own healthcare consulting firm which focused on bringing effective 

strategies growth and business development strategies to healthcare suppliers, Burks 

has held national account leadership roles with Healthpoint, Kinetic Concepts Inc, and 

Medical Action. 

 

Burks earned his Bachelor of Science in Marketing from the University of Illinois, and 

earned an MBA at Lake Forest College in Lake Forest, Illinois.   

 

John and his wife Monica have been married for 31 years and live in Granbury, Texas. 

Monica is a Nurse Practitioner who also works s for Baylor Scott & White. They have 

three adult sons, and a two-yr-old grandson. Burks has maintained active leadership 

roles in the Boy Scouts of America and the United Methodist Church. 


